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INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this paper is functional equations characterizing 
polynomial functions of degree (at most) n on vector spaces. Of course, 
such equations can be found. What is more unexpected is that over a large 
field they involve no more than Lagrange interpolation; if K has at least 
2n + 1 elements, then any function on a K-vector space that is nth degree 
polynomial on afline lines is so globally. 
This result seems to be new even for quadratics over an infinite field. 
That a function quadratic on planes is quadratic is known [4] over a field 
not of characteristic 2. The result just stated for lines applies to fields with 
at least live elements; given planes (through 0), the field only needs three 
elements. In fact that extends as follows: over every field except Z,, a 
function that is nth degree (or less) polynomial on all n-dimensional (or 
less) subspaces is so globally. (This extension seems to have been known 
over fields of characteristic greater than n, though I find only variations of 
it in print 13, 51.) 
Responding to a preprint of this paper, Stephen D. Cohen has completed 
the results of this type for finite fields [2]. What I had demonstrated 
further (and what appears below) is (a) that 2n + 1 is sharp in charac- 
teristic 2: more fully, a 2n-element finite field K has a 2nth degree 
polynomial (precisely) on KZ that is of degree n or less on each affme line; 
and (b) over a prime field Z,, the strongest imaginable result holds: 
functions n th degree polynomial on a&e lines are so globally for n 6 p - 2. 
This is the strongest imaginable, because every function on a line is p - 1st 
degree polynomial. 
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A curious related result, hinging again on aftine lines: the parallelogram 
law for quadratic forms generalizes to 
i= ,I 
ip)i ; f(x+b)=(-lYn!f(.Y) 0 
for n th degree forms, and for small n, over prime fields where n! # 0, this 
one identity characterizes n th degree forms. This holds for all n, actually, 
but that is Cohen’s theorem [2]. For n = 3, I had an ugly proof, which is 
omitted. For n = 2 Gleason discussed [4] the identity and the tempting 
conjecture that it and 
f( ix) = i’f( x) (2) 
characterize quadratic forms (if 2 # 0) and, alas, refuted it. 
In fact, n th degree forms have been more studied (at least from this 
point of view) than n th degree polynomials. Gleason’s characterization of 
quadratic forms (2 # 0) by (2) and bilinearity of 
f(x + Y) -f(x) -f(Y) +f(O) (3) 
extends a surprisingly long way. Ferrer0 and Micali showed [3] that it is 
good for quadratic forms over all fields, and the obvious extension from 2 
to n characterizes n-forms if n! # 0. Proszynski showed that for cubic forms, 
too, “n! z 0” can be omitted, but not for quintic forms [7]. 
My equations build on (3) and Lagrange interpolation, not quite in all 
possible ways but in an exponential number of ways. I have one family of 
examples showing that, roughly, equations of no greater complexity than 
those of Gleason, Ferrero, and Micali are insufficient. The idea is simple 
enough. Equation (3) illustrates the alternators A,, which convert a 
function of one vector variable to a symmetric function of n vector 
variables. There are also interpolators L of various degrees d, vanishing on 
dth degree polynomials. A,, vanishes on n - 1st degree polynomials. There 
are partial interpolators like partial derivatives. For f to be (at most) nth 
degree polynomial, A,, , f and all Lf, L of degree n, must vanish; so must 
all L(‘) . . . L”‘A,f, where the partial interpolators L(‘) are in different 
variables and their degrees add to n-m + 1. These conditions suffice to 
characterize polynomials of degree at most n. If the conditions 
L(l) ... L’“‘A, f = 0 are omitted (m > l), the others do not suffice; 
precisely, examples show this for each n that is not a power of 2. 
I am indebted to Stephen Cohen for several improvements in proofs and 
for reference to [7]. Still, in some cases Cohen’s proofs [2] are substan- 
tially shorter. 
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1. THE BASIC EQUATIONS 
Let us abbreviate the recurring term “polynomial of degree at most n” to 
n-polynomial. 
In this paper, some definitions (but no non-trivial results) are given for 
modules over any commutative ring R. Another bit of generality which 
makes very little difference until the next paper: we consider vector-valued 
as well as scalar-valued functions. Fairly evidently, a function into a vector 
space K” is n-polynomial if and only if its m scalar coordinates are so. But 
what about infinite-dimensional spaces? Formally, there are new definitions 
below. They could be deduced from the principles (a) in finite-dimensional 
spaces one should get the usual polynomials, and (b) in general, n- 
polynomials should be defined by functional equations. Weaken (b) if you 
like: a function should be n-polynomial if on every finite set it agrees with 
some n-polynomial. 
(Why not just refer to standard definitions? Because they don’t exist. 
There is a standard ring of polynomial expressions, which do not suffice to 
express all linear functionals on an infinite-dimensional space. N. Roby’s 
definitions [8] are often cited, and this (first) paper is consistent with 
Roby. The strange Roby theory includes polynomials of infinite degree, 
which we may simply ignore. Over integral domains, Roby excludes 
phenomena like the function n H 4(n’ + n) in 2, which I call (in the sequel) 
a quadratic function.) 
For functions f: V -+ W between R-modules, we define interpolators 
[L/a,, . . . . a,] or [L/r] for any scalars x,, . . . . cr, in R (r > 2). For 1 6 q <r, 
let & x denote the product of (’ 2 ‘) factors slk - a,, namely all those with 
j < k in ( 1, 2, . . . . r} - {q}. Then forf: V -+ W, [L/z] f is defined at XE V by 
y=r 
CLblf’(x) = c (- 1)” n Q(~,X,. 
y=l 4 
(In Lagrange interpolation over a field, with all xj distinct, the coef- 
ficients are usually written l/n [x, - aj: j # q], differing from the present 
( - 1)4 &a by a constant factor. For us the constant will not matter since 
our concern is with the equation [L/r] f(x) = 0. Note that this means that 
f is (r - 2)-polynomial on {xix} (even if not all ajx are distinct; then the 
equation is 0 = 0, and indeed every function is (r - 2)-polynomial on so 
small a set). Note, too, that f is (r - 2)-polynomial on lines through 0 if it 
is so on collinear r-point sets.) 
Remark. The calculations omitted in the foregoing parenthesis are 
Lagrange’s. The parenthesis can be skipped; we shall come to the same 
calculations in 1.2 and 1.4 below. 
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The next operators produce functions of several (vector) variables. Let 
us identify V”+i with V’x V. For QE V and f: V+ W, s,f: V-, W is 
defined by s,f(x)=f(x+a). A, f is defined by A, f(x)=f(x)-f(0). Then 
A,, ,f: I”‘+’ + W is defined by A,,+ 1 f(r, t)= A,(s,- 1) f(r) for r E V”, 
tE v. 
Note that A,f(x)=(s,-1) f(0). So A,f(x, ,..., x,)=nirl (s,,- 1) 
f (0). (The various operators s, commute.) More conveniently, in terms of 
sets of indices S c N = { 1, 2, . . . . n ), s denoting the size of S, 
A,f (x I)...) x,)=X(-1y ‘f c xi . 
s ( ) it S 
Finally, for in N, for y E V”, define ~(n, i, y): V + v” by the coordinates of 
a(n, i, Y)(X): [a(n, i, y)(x)],= x, but for j# i, [o(n, i, y)(.~)]~=y~. Then for 
f: V”+ W, [L/z]; f: V’+ W is defined at .yE V” by 
CWl:f (y) = CLl~l(f~h 4 Y))(Y,). 
In other words, C, (- 1 )” nq af (>J,, . . . . yi , , ry y,, y,, , , . . . . y,,). We shall 
need the last clause of 
1.1. For any function f between ubelian groups and any n 2 1, the follow- 
ing ure equivalent: 
(a) A, + ,.f=O. 
(b) Each A,+,s,f=O. 
(c) Euch A,(s,- 1) f=O. 
They imp1.v A,, fz f = 0. 
Proof: A,($,--1) f=A,s,f-A.f takes (x,,...,x,) to x(-l)” 
f(Q+C.yxi)-C (-1)” f(Csxi)= -A.+lf(a, x13 ...T x,)9 SO (a)-(C). 
Part (c) says every A,s, f = A, f (since A,, is linear); so A,s, + h f = A, f = 
A,s,f, i.e., A,(s,- 1) sh f =O; by (c)a (a), this gives (b), which in turn 
specializes to (a). Finally, (a) and (b) for n = m give (c) for n = m + 1, so 
A,+,f=O*A,+,f=O. 
Remark. For n =O, all this is true except that (c) is meaningless. 
(A, f = 0 means f is constant.) 
We call A,, the alternator (for R-modules) of degree n - 1. [L/a,, . . . . cr,]; 
is an interpolator of degree r - 2 and index i. An explicit reducing operator is 
a composite L, L, . . . L, A,, k > 0, m Z 1, where the Li are interpolators of 
different indices (dm); its degree is the sum of the degrees of its factors. 
(It is mildly annoying that there is no A, and the reducing operators do 
not include the simple interpolators [L/x]. However, we are interested in 
what they kill, and have lost nothing, at least over a field K. Since A,f is 
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just a translate, [L/a] and [L/a] A, kill the same functions on K, also on 
any vector space, since [L/a] does not see beyond a l-dimensional sub- 
space. )
Let a linear functional on an R-module V mean a morphism V+ R. A 
monomial function of degree m is a pointwise product of m linear 
functionals. 
1.2. (Lagrange). An interpolator [L/g]: of degree m kills monomial 
functions of degree <m. 
Proox Of course Lagrange’s computational proof is valid over general 
commutative rings. Or one can argue: Lagrange certainly proved the case 
that R is the ring of reals and all of CI t, . . . . u, + z are different. The case that 
some Q’S coincide then follows by continuity. Now no proper subvariety of 
the commutative rings contains R (since polynomial rings Z[x,, . . . . x,] are 
free and are representable as rings of R-valued functions). So to conclude 
we need only check that the proposition is equivalent to an identity in a 
number of scalar variables. The equation is 
y?m+2 j-d 
,c1 (-1)"na nfi(qX)=Oy 
4 j=l 
where d< m. But by linearity, fj(l,x) = ay fj(x), so we can rewrite it in 
terms of the a’s and the d arbitrary scalars pi =fi(x). 
1.3. Explicit reducing operators of degree m kill monomial functions of 
degree <m. 
Proof: If f is the product of linear fi for je H = { 1, 2, . . . . h} then 
by distributivity. Now the term ~J(x,,~,) is determined by the graph of cp, 
which is the same as the graph of (p : H -+ S c N. Each of the nh functions 
Cp: H -+ N gives us a number of terms (- 1)” e-S n fi(x,,j,-one for each 
S 1 q(H). But the factors ( - l)‘-’ are the parities of subsets of N- q(H), 
which add to 1 if y(H) = N, 0 otherwise. Thus 
AIf (x1, .*., xn)= C’ fl filxf+9(j))9 
v jsff 
summed over surjections cp : H + N. It vanishes if there are no surjections, 
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i.e., if h < n. Otherwise, when h 2 n, it is a sum of monomials of degree h, 
which are (I claim) annihilated by any product of interpolators of different 
indices i, the sum of whose degrees is m-n + 1 2 h-n + 1. Now for any 
k E N, holding fixed all xi except xk specializes our monomial to a constant 
times a monomial of degree ek in xk, where ek is the size of cp ‘({k}). It 
will be annihilated if k is the index of an interpolator of degree dk > ek - 1 
which occurs in our product. For that to be false for all k, C dk must be at 
most C (ek - 1) = h - n, completing the proof. 
Since reducing operators are linear, it follows from 1.3 that they kill 
linear combinations of monomials of suitable degree, which covers the 
functions we are interested in from a finite-dimensional space to a l-dimen- 
sional space. In general we must look more closely at polynomials. For any 
set Z we define the set Man(I) of monomials (more fully, monomial 
expressions) in Z as the set of all non-negative integer-valued functions e on 
Z with finite support. If the non-zero values of e are a, at i,, . . . . ak at ik, we 
may write x; . .x2 for e; and e has (total) degree Cie 1 e(i). 
For any commutative ring R, R-module A, and set Z, we define the 
polynomial module A”Z” of polynomial expressions indexed by Z with coef- 
ficients in A. Its elements are the functions p: Man(Z) + A with support of 
bounded degree ((3n) degree (e) > n *p(e) = 0). The module structure is 
pointwise, i.e., induced from the structure of the product of Man(Z) copies 
of Aevidently A“Z” is a submodule. 
Values of monomials in Z and of polynomial expressions indexed by Z are 
defined in the obvious way on a free module F with free generators gi 
indexed by I; the value of a monomial e is u(e): F+ R defined at 
Caigi=a by v(e)(a)=nsri , e(i) and the value of a polynomial p at a is 
o(p)(a) = C, v(e)(a) p(e). Call the functions u(e), o(p) value functions. 
1.4. THEOREM. For vector spaces V, W over a field, and a basis Z for V, 
the values of polynomial expressions indexed by Z, with coefficients in W, of 
degree at most n, are precisely the functions f: V + W annihilated by all 
explicit reducing operating of degree n. 
Proof: Case I: First let V and W be finite-dimensional. Then we may 
identify V with some Kd and (since both the functions and the expressions 
reduce to m-tuples of K-valued ones where m = dim W) we may assume 
W= K. Since x4 = x in the finite field of q elements, we need only consider 
polynomial expressions in xi, . . . . xd of degree < 1 KI in each xi and of total 
degree at most n. Let E(n, d) be the vector space of these expressions, and 
D = D(n, d, K) its dimension. Thus D is the size of the set of d-tuples of 
non-negative integers ( < 1 KJ) with sum at most n. 
Recall that every non-zero polynomial in E(n, d) has a non-zero value. 
(This is obvious for infinite K. If K has q elements, the polynomialf(x,) in 
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a-x, 9 .*., xd r 1 [xd] has degree <q, so does not vanish at any q points of 
KCX, 7 ..., Xd- 11; so some c E K may be substituted for xd, and continue.) So 
we may identify E(n, d) with the space of functions represented by the 
expressions. 
Let F(n, d) be the linear space, containing E(n, d), of all functions on Kd 
annihilated by all reducing operators of degree n. We shall produce D 
points, the values of any f~ F(n, d) at which points determine every value 
off: That will mean that D linear functionals have kernels intersecting in 
(0); dim F(n, d) Q D; so F(n, d) = E(n, d), as claimed. 
Let m be n if K has more than n elements, and q - 1 if K has q Q n 
elements. Let co, c,, . . . . c, be distinct members of K with c0 = 0. Our D d- 
tuples will be all those of the form (ci,, . . . . ci,) with each ij 6 m and XI, 6 n; 
call the set of all these S. Let a be any point (a,, . . . . ad) of K. Let the distinct 
members of the set A = {co, . . . . cm, a,, . . . . ad} be cO, . . . . c,, . . . . ck, where 
m <k <m + d Let B = Ad c Kd; so a E B. For each h in B, hi = c,, for unique 
or, . . . . r,6 k. Let O(b) = 1 ri. We shall show by induction on O(b) thatf 1 S 
determines f(h) (f~ F( n, d)). 
If O(b) d n, then h = (c,,, . . . . crd) with C ri < n. If m = n then each ri B m, 
and h E S. In the contrary case m = q - 1, { cO, . . . . c,} is the whole field, and 
still h E S. 
For O(b) > n (inductively), let the non-zero coordinates of b be b,, , . . . . b,. 
In case s > n, we use the fact that A,, + rf vanishes, whence by 1.1 A,f 
vanishes. Let ei, for j= 1, . . . . d, be the point of Kd with each e;‘= 6,. Then 
A,sf(bi, ei’, . . . . hi>&%) =0, an equation determining f(b) from previously 
determinedf(c)‘s. In the remaining case s < n, for 1 <j < s choose uj < rG so 
that 1 uj = n + 1 -s (possible since 1 ri = O(b) 3 n + 1). For each j choose 
a (uj+ 2)-tuple xi comprising 0, c,?, and any u, distinct non-zero 
predecessors of c,, in A as listed above. Put Q = L, ..‘L,A,, where Lj is 
[L/x’];. Then ’ Q has degree s - 1 + c ui = n, and therefore 
Qf(e”, . ..) eL) = 0. But the values of f involved in the left side of that 
equation are, for one, f(C c,, e’f) =f(b), and the others aref(c)‘s with c E B 
and O(c) < O(b). The coefficient off(b) is a product of non-zero Lagrange 
interpolation coefficients, so the equation determines f(b). 
Case II: V, but not W, is finite-dimensional. We need to check that 
no single functionf of either type maps V to more than a subset of a finite- 
dimensional subspace. If the reducing operators killf, we know linear for- 
mulas forf(a,, . . . . ad), anywhere in Kdg V, in terms of D or fewer values of 
f: (We were considering scalar-valued f when we got them, but they still 
hold here.) So these fs map into a finite-dimensional subspace. As for 
value functions of polynomial expressions, we must recall the form 
~(p)(a) =C, o(e)(a) p(e). Only D (or fewer) monomials e occur, their 
values are functions V+ K already under control, and we have uniform 
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linear formulas for o(e)(a) in terms of D values of n(e). The same formulas 
hold for linear combinations 1 p(e) u(e). 
Case III: V infinite-dimensional follows by continuity from the 
previous cases. Whether f: V+ W is killed by a reducing operator is deter- 
mined by restrictions to finite-dimensional subspaces of V, or to any suf- 
ficient family of finite-dimensional subspaces. Relative to any basis I for L’, 
whether a function is the value of a polynomial expression of degree n is 
determined by its restriction to subspaces panned by finite subsets of I. 
(The restriction to the span of Jc I determines, modulo xm = x in m- 
element fields, the part of the polynomial expression that is indexed by J.) 
The proof is complete. 
In view of 1.4, we can abbreviate “value of a polynomial expression” to 
“polynomial,” and in examining equational criteria for functions to be 
polynomial, scalar functions suffice. 
1.5. COROLLARY. A Junction is n-pol.vnomial if it is so on (n + 1 )-dimen- 
sional subspaces. 
Proof: None of the equations involves more than n + 1 vectors. 
1.6. COROLLARY. A function is n-polynomial on s-dimensional subspaces 
if it is annihilated by all explicit reducing operutors L, . . L, A,,, of degree n 
with m <s. 
Proof Only these operators were used if the domain is s-dimensional. 
It is a bit unnatural to concentrate attention on vector subspaces, since 
the origin has no special significance for polynomial functions of any 
degree, and the vector space in effect is doing unskilled labor as an afline 
space. Corollary 1.5 cannot be improved by examining n-dimensional afline 
subspaces, for on vector spaces over Z,, every function is n th degree 
polynomial on n-dimensional affine subspaces. However, once one is ready 
to make exceptions of a few fields (an old tradition in the study of 
quadratic forms), considerable improvements appear, more especially when 
affine subspaces are used; this introduces Section 2. 
2. REFINEMENTS 
First let us improve 1.5, bating one field. Here-indeed, throughout 
“subspace” means a vector subspace, unless affine subspaces are specified. 
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2.1. THEOREM. For every field K except Z, , a scalar-valued function on a 
vector space over K is n-polynomial if it is so on subspaces of dimension at 
most n, for n > 2. 
Remark. I have a three-case proof; one argument for n > 2, another for 
n = 2 and K having four or more elements, and a final one- messy-for 
quadratics over Z,. Since the theorem is known for quadratics over Z, (or 
any other field not of characteristic 2 [4]), I omit that case. 
Recall that a polynomial f on a finite-dimensional space is divisible by 
any linear function on whose zero set f vanishes; so an n-polynomial is 
determined by its values on any n + 1 distinct hyperplanes. 
Proof of 2.1. By 1.5 we need only consider R’ ‘. The D(n, n + 1, K) 
points used in 1.4 lie in the coordinate hyperplanes Hi and determine the 
values of these functions on the Hi. In case n = 2, by [4] we may assume K 
has three different non-zero elements a, b, and c. Then for any point (p, q, 
r) of K” that is not on any Hi, there is an aftine line L = {(p, q, r) - 
).(a ‘p, b-‘q, c ‘r): I E K} that meets the Hi in three different points. The 
smallest subspace containing L does not have the same intersection with 
any two coordinate planes Hi, H,, since it contains a point of Hi not in H,. 
So the space of functions quadratic on planes through 0 has dimension 
only D(2, 3, K) (which is 10) and consists entirely of quadratics. 
For n>2, 2” ‘>n+l. That is, there is an injection from 
c= { 1, . ..) n + 1) into T” -’ for any two-element set T. Since the field has 
two different non-zero elements a, b, there are n - 1 vectors ZP all of whose 
coordinates are a ’ or b ‘, such that for i #j in C, some urn has different 
i th and jth coordinates. Then for each p E K”+ ’ that is on no Hi, we have 
as above an (n - l)-dimensional subspace S such that p + S has different 
intersections with all Hi. S and p span an (at most) n-dimensional subspace 
in which the Hi trace n + 1 different hyperplanes; so the functions in 
question are determined by D(n, n + 1, K) of their values, and all of them 
are n-polynomials. 
Now, the basic result on afline lines, Theorem 2.3 below, will depend on 
arranging D(n, d, K) points as in 1.4 but more conveniently, provided K is 
large enough. If K has more than n elements, D(n, d, K) is just the number 
of d-tuples of non-negative integers with sum at most n. Call this D(n, d), 
and note the known formula 
(1) D(n, d)=(“f;d). 
(A maximally simple proof is by pairing non-negative (il, . . . . id) with sum 
at most n to the arbitrary d-element set in { 1, . . . . n + d} consisting of all 
J=k 
C (l+ij), for 1 gk<d.) 
j=I 
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We shall need also 
(2) D(n,cl)=C:=:(-l)“‘(“t’)D(n,d-i), for d<n+l, 
(3) D(n,d)-D(n-r,d)=~;~~(-l)i+l(;)D(n,d-i), for r<n+l. 
Equation (2) is known. As far as I know, (3) is new. Here is a quick 
proof of (2). By ( 1 ), D(n, d- i) is an n th degree polynomial f(i) (being 
( “+I; ‘); thus A,,+,f(l, 1, . . . . l)=O, and that is CjI;+’ (-1)’ (“:‘)f(i). 
This would be (2) except that the sum continues past the dth term to the 
n + 1 st. However, this particular polynomial f(i) vanishes for 
i= d-t 1, . ..) d+ n. 
Undoubtedly (3) is not much harder to prove in the same style. But we 
need information about sets of subspaces, and (3) will come out along the 
way. 
We must consider non-linear independence and bases: simple versions 
that reduce at once to the linear concepts. An alline space V has an 
n-dud V,*, the vector space of n-polynomial scalar functions on V; the 
pairing (x, f) -f(x) induces an injection from V into the ordinary dual 
P,(V) of V,*, which in the finite-dimensional case has the same dimension 
D(n, dim V, K). We call a subset of V n-independenr, n-spanning, or an 
n-his if it becomes linearly independent, spanning, or both in P,(V). 
(A l-basis is an afline basis.) 
Now one construction will prove both, for all n and d: 
(4) There exist fields K such that Kd contains n + 1 hyperplanes in 
general position and an n-basis B whose trace on every intersection I of 
those hyperplanes is an n-basis for Z, which will support a proof of (3) by 
counting, and 
2.3(a). Over any infinite field, functions that are n-polynomial on afIine 
lines are so globally. 
We need some proof of 2.3(a), for the proof (later) for large finite fields 
depends on counting and subtraction. 
Combined Proof Let K be infinite. Statement 2.3(a) need only (by 1.5) 
be proved for Kd. Choose not only hyperplanes H,’ but, for i = 1, . . . . n + 1, a 
chain of d afline subspaces Hi all in general position. (Choose in order of 
increasing codimension j; Hi j+ l is a hyperplane of Hj in general position 
relative to the traces on Hj of previously chosen ZY;.) The semilattice S of 
affine subspaces generated by these under intersection is the coproduct of 
n + 1 chains Ci of d terms HJ modulo the identification of all intersections 
of such families { H,f(‘)} as satisfy 1 g(i) > d. From this, each element of S 
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of positive dimension covers exactly n + 1 elements of S. Thence by (2) and 
induction, S contains just D(n, d) points and each e-dimensional element 
contains D(n, e) points of S. Inductively, for JE S, a function on J that is n- 
polynomial on all aftine lines and 0 on points of S is identically 0; this is 
trivial for O-dimensional J, and for other J it follows from the same result 
for the n + 1 hyperplanes of J in S since each point of J not on one of those 
hyperplanes lies on a line meeting them in n + 1 different points. This 
proves 2.3(a). Also, the set of points in S is n-spanning and has the size 
D(n, d) of an n-basis, so it establishes (4). 
For (3) consider r < n + 1 of the hyperplanes in Kd from (4), say 
H,, . . . . H,. Consider the quotient space Qr of V,T consisting of restrictions 
of its functions to H, u u H, . The kernel of Vz + Q, is the space of n- 
polynomials vanishing on all these Hi. Since K is infinite, those are 
divisible by the product of Y first degree polynomialsf; with zero sets H,; 
the kernel consists of all K rlf, with g of degree n-r, and its dimension 
is D(n -r, d). The elements of the n-basis B that lie in U H, (i< r) are 
n-independent, they give linear functionals on Vz factoring across Q,, 
and those functionals span the dual space of Qr since the value of an 
n-polynomial anywhere in U Hi is linearly determined by its values at these 
points. Thus the number of those elements is D(n, d) - D(n - r, d). But by 
inclusion and exclusion, it is also 
0 1 D(n, d- i) = D(n, d) - D(n - r, d). (1) 
Now we can treat r d n + 1 hyperplanes Hi in general position in any K”, 
provided K has more than n elements. For an n-polynomial vanishing on 
f--‘(O), wheref is first degree, is still divisible byf, and as above we get the 
number in (1) for the dimension of Q,. Therefore 
(5) Zf that number of points of’ u Hi n-span each Hi, they give (in 
P,(K’)) linear functionals that ure independent even on the quotient space 
Q,; as points of Kd, they are n-independent. 
2.2. Given n + 1 or fewer hyperplanes H, in general position in K”, where 
K has at least n + 1 elements, there is an n-basis B in Kd such that euch 
Bn Hi is un n-basis for H,. 
This is the conclusion we want; but to prove it we naturally will use 
induction and n-bases for all intersections of Hi’s. If S is the semilattice of 
those intersections, I claim that for each ideal I of S there is a set 
B(Z) c K”, contained indeed in the union of Z, with B(I) n T an n-basis for 
T for each non-empty TE I. If Z consists of a minimal non-empty element of 
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S and perhaps 0, this is trivial. To adjoin to Z a minimal TE S - Z, con- 
sider the immediate successors Uk of T in S, necessarily in I. They are the 
traces on T of the hyperplanes Hi not containing T, so in T they are hyper- 
planes in general position. The number of them is I < n + 1; the number of 
points of B(Z) in them is the number in (l), putting dim T for d, and they 
n-span each of these hyperplanes U,. By (5) they are n-independent , so 
one can add more points of T to get an n-basis for T. (Since T c P,(T) is 
spanning, any maximal independent subset of it is a basis.) Those new 
points cannot be in any U, since B(Z) n Uk already n-spanned U,. Accor- 
dingly we have B(J) for a larger ideal J. When Z= S is reached, the same 
argument (with r < n + 1) gives an n-basis B as required. 
2.3. THEOREM. Over a field with more than 2n elements, a scalar-valued 
function on a vector space is n-polvnomial if it is so on all l-dimensional 
affine s&spaces. 
ProojI We need the n + 1 hyperplanes of 2.2, in Kd for d not too large. 
In fact if K has q elements, every Kd (d > 0) has q hyperplanes in general 
position. For d > q, take coordinate hyperplanes. For d < q, it is equivalent 
to find q + 1 hyperplanes in general position in projective space PG( K, d); 
again, to find q + 1 points in general position in PG(K, d). In homogeneous 
coordinates xj, 0 <j < d, take the points u* and ui, i E K, where u,? = 0 for 
j < d, u$ = 1, and U; = ii (~6 = 1). Since the number of points exceeds the 
dimension, general position means just that no (d- l)-dimensional sub- 
space contains d + 1 of these points, i.e., no d + 1 points “u” satisfy a non- 
zero linear equation. For d+ 1 points not including u*, such an equation 
would give a dth degree polynomial equation with d + 1 roots in K. If U* 
satisfies the equation, the last coefficient is 0 and we have a d- 1st degree 
equation, which cannot even have d roots in K. 
Of the qd points of K”, the number in the union U of q general-position 
hyperplanes is xi:; (- l)‘+ ’ (‘() qd ‘, by inclusion and exclusion. That is 
qd times xi:: (- l)j’ ’ (,T), q- ‘, an alternating series whose terms decrease 
in absolute value; the mmimum is at d = 2 and is 1 - t((q - 1)/q) > t. But 
n < +(q - 1). So each point p of Kd not in U lies on at least one line contain- 
ing more than n points of U, since n or fewer points on each of the 
(q” - 1 )/(q - 1) lines through p would make less than qd/2. 
If the theorem were false, it would be refuted by a finite field K, by 
2.3(a), and by a space Kd of minimum dimension. But if B is an n-basis 
containing n-bases for n + 1 hyperplanes of a set {H,, . . . . H4} in general 
position, say the first n + 1 of them, then the restriction to B of a linewise 
n th degree function f on Kd determines it on H,, . . . . H, + 1, since d is 
minimum, also on the further H,, since f is nth degree polynomial there 
and determined on Hin H,, . . . . H,n H, + , , and at every other point p, 
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since some line through p contains more than n of the points already 
accounted for. So the space of all these functions coincides with its 
subspace (K“),*. 
2.4. There is a function on the plane otter GF(2’) that is (2’. ‘) th degree 
polynomial’ on affine lines but not globally polynomial of degree ~2’. 
For this, let h = 2’ ‘, and consider (x, y) H xhyh. On a line y = mx + b 
this is xh(mx + b)h = mhxZh + bhxh = mhx + bhxh, since x2h =x in this field; 
and on a vertical line it is cy h. But for any polynomial expression g(x, y) of 
degree less than 2h, xhyh - g(x, y) is a non-zero expression of separate 
degree at most 2h - 1 in either variable, so it has a non-zero value. 
Paraphrasing 2.4, these functions are fairly good imitations of h th degree 
polynomials. They are very much better imitations of h + 1st degree ones. 
2.5. The function f (x, y) = xhyh on the plane ocer a finite field of order 
2h satisfies Qj’= 0 for all explicit reducing operators Q = L, . L,A, of 
degree h + 1 with k #m, or k = m = 1. In particular, A, f is h-polynomial in 
each tiariable. 
Proof. For m = 1 this says merely that f is (h + l)-polynomial on lines 
through 0, which is true. At a point (pl,pz)= ((x1, yl), (x2, y2)), A2f 
takes the value x’; yi +x y i t, h-polynomial in p, and also in p2. The rest 
follows since A,, , f (x,, . . . . x,) (m > 1) can be described this way. Put 
D’“‘f (xi) = A, f (a, x,). Then A, + ,f (x,, . . . . x,) = AmD(.Yolf(x,, .. . . x,), as 
is easily verified. 
One of these polynomials, say x”y” over the S-element field, is rather 
harder to separate from the 6- or 7-polynomials then from the 5th degree 
ones. In fact, the only explicit reducing operators of degree 7 that can fail 
to kill it are those of the form L, L2A2, where both Li have degree 3. For 
instance, if L, has degree 2 and L2 degree 4, then L, L,A, f is 0 because 
L,A, f (degree 5 and kfm) is 0. 
The calculation for prime fields will turn on the internal duality in spaces 
of all functions f: Kd + K, for a q-element field K, which begins at d = 1 
with “j-is (q - 2)-polynomial if and only if C f (x) = 0” (an exercise in more 
than one algebra book). To prove that, observe that both conditions define 
hyperplanes in the q-dimensional space of all functions, so it suffices to 
prove an inclusion. For a monomial xi, i < q - 2, if i = 0 then 1 xi = q = 0, 
while if i > 0 then 1 xi is the sum over non-zero x, thus over the powers g’ 
of a multiplicative generator g; here g’ is not 1 and therefore it is a zero of 
the polynomial (x4 -- ’ - 1)/(x - 1) = xi’:; - * xi, so C xi = 0. So all (q - 2)- 
polynomials satisfy Cf(x) = 0, and we have the equality. This extends to: 
1 This gives an alternative solution to a problem of E. Cooke [ 1, pp. 385-3861. 
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2.6. Let K be a finite field of q elements; d> 1, n < d(q - 1) - 1. All 
functions on Kd to K that are n-polynomial on affine lines are n-polynomial if 
and only if the d(q - 1) - n - 1st degree polynomials are spanned by 
functions supported by afJine lines and (q - n - 2)-polynomial on those lines. 
Proof. All functions on Kd are polynomials of maximum degree 
c = d(q - 1 ), with a basis consisting of all (manic) monomials of degree at 
most q - 1 in each variable. The basis has an involution by complementing 
exponents, ei H q - 1 - e,; so the numbers of nth degree monomials 
d(n, d) =D(n, d, K)- D(n- 1, d, K) satisfy d(n, d) = d(c-n, d). Hence 
D(n, d, K) + D(c - n - 1, d, K) = qd (true for n = 0 and on by induction). 
The two hyperplanes defined by deg f < c and by C f (x) = 0 coincide. 
We have noted this for d = 1. For higher d, a monomial of degree < c has 
degree < q - 1 in some coordinate, so the sum of its values is 0 on each line 
in that direction, and 0 overall. This inclusion of hyperplanes implies their 
equality. 
Therefore for n < C, ,f: Kd + K is n-polynomial if and only if C f(x) 
g(x) = 0 for all (c - n - 1 )-polynomial g; “only if” since fg has degree < c, 
and then “if” by equality of dimensions. But also, f is n-polynomial on lines 
if and only if C f (x) g(x) = 0 for all g supported by lines and (q - n - 2)- 
polynomial on them, completing the proof. 
Next 
(6) Ouer a field in which n! # 0, the functions fi(x, y) = (x + i-v) for 
i=O, 1, . . . . n are linearly independent, and therefore span the (n + l)-dimen- 
sional space of homogeneous n th degree polynomials in x and y. 
Proof The restrictions of thef, to the line y = 1 are independent. For in 
terms of the linearly independent functions xi, fi(x, 1) = c, (7) ijx” j. The 
jth column of ((‘j) ij) is the non-zero constant (7) times the column of 
values of xi at x = 0, 1, . . . . n. Since every function on (0, . . . . n} is nth degree 
polynomial, the columns are linearly independent and the matrix is non- 
singular. 
Now it becomes convenient to speak of the defect of a polynomial in d 
variables over a q-element field K, which is d(q - 1) -n, where n is the 
degree. Statement (6) tells us, for d= 2, K= Z,, that (*) a polynomial of 
defect at least p - 1 is a linear combination of a number of polynomials Pi 
of the same degree (= same defect) each depending on only d - 1 (here, 1) 
variables-by which I mean constant on the lines of a parallel pencil. 
Over Z,, having (*) for d variables, consider a basic monomial 
m=~x~ind+1~3variablesofdefectatleastp-l.Ife,+e,~p-l,(6) 
gives us directly x;:lx;z as linear combination of polynomialsfi of the same 
degree depending on only one variable, so m is spanned by polynomials of 
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its degree depending on only d variables. If e, + e, >p - 1, we factor m as 
mlm2, where m, = x;~xP-‘-~~. 2 So m, has degree p - 1, and m, is a 
monomial in d variables of defect at least p - 1. By (6) and the inductive 
hypothesis, m, =Cfi and m2 =C gi, where the fi: K2 -+ K and the 
gi: Kd + K depend on only one, respectively d - 1, variables and have the 
same degrees as m, and m2, respectively. Then m = C fi gj and (*) holds for 
d + 1 variables, proving 
2.1. For n dp - 2, a scalar-valued function on a vector space over Z, is 
n-polynomial if it is so on all affine lines. 
Two final results on prime fields: 
2.8. Over a prime field, f is n-polynomial if and only if A,, + 1 f = 0, for 
n > 0. For n 2 1 this is equivalent to every (s, - 1) f being (n - 1 )-polynomial. 
(7) For an n th degree form f, 
i=n 
i~o(-l)i 1 f(x+iY)=(-l)nn!f(y). 0 
The identity (7) is true (we shall see) over all fields; but it is interesting 
mainly over those prime fields in which n! # 0. That is because of the con- 
jecture that in such fields it characterizes nth degree forms. No part of that 
conjecture will be proved here. For n < 2 it is very easy; for n = 3, I have a 
very clumsy proof (the field contains different elements 0, f 1, f2, and in 
three-space this gives quite a lot of arithmetic progressions to which (7) 
applies). But Stephen Cohen has now proved the conjecture [2]. 
Note that (7) is familiar for n = 2; it is usually written 
That the left side of (7) vanishes for lower-degree polynomials is also 
familiar-the proof of (7) below also shows this; therefore where n! # 0, (7) 
characterizes nth degree forms among n th degree polynomials. 
Proof of 2.8. By 1.1, the first sentence implies the second. In the first, 
we have “only if” over any field. For the converse it will suffice to show 
that on d-dimensional spaces V, the space of scalar-valued functions killed 
by A+I has dimension only D(n, d, K). For that it suffices to consider 
restrictions to finite subsets U of V. (A linearly independent finite set of 
functions is linearly independent already on some finite set.) In VZ K”, K 
prime, such a subset is contained in Gd for some cyclic subgroup G of the 
additive group of K. Using (b) of 1.1, we may shift U so that it is contained 
in Hd for some cyclic submonoid H. 
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Now recall the proof of 1.4. If h is a generator of H, we may take ci = ih. 
Our D starting points are all (i,h, . . . . idh) with C ii < n (and each ij < m, to 
avoid repetition in case K is small). Since every d-tuple z of positive 
integers with C zj> n is a sum of n + 1 d-tuples wrn with cj w,” > 0, 
A,,+1f=O 0” su ices for determining f recursively on the rest of Hd. 
Proof of (7) (and = 0 for lower-degree f). This reduces to the known 
identities [6, p. 2491 
:g (-l)j(y) ik=O for k-en, 
= (- 1)” n! for k=n. 
Forconsiderx,=x,~?=.~~=...=x,+,=yinA,+,f=O,foraformfof 
degree k < n; this implies 
i=n 




So the result holds for forms, and by linearity we get 0 for all (n - l)- 
polynomials. 
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